Negotiating public health and agricultural burning: a theoretical perspective on community conflict in northern Idaho
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Abstract: Public health continues to evolve from its medical and epidemiological roots to include more comprehensive perspectives. Lifestyle, social networks and wellbeing should be considered important components of public health, in addition to more conventional factors such as environmental and medical conditions. We propose a theoretical model of public health to address a case of community conflict surrounding agricultural burning practices in northern Idaho. This case reflects the complexity of influences on public health beyond conventional perspectives of public health institutions. Our model accounts for a community’s external context such as its political, legal, social and environmental influences. This model of public health also represents a community’s internal dynamics, including social cohesion, disease and epidemics, and economic vitality. Public health practice that includes external context and internal dynamics will lead to greater levels of participation and empowerment in public health conflicts.
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Introduction

A contemporary concept of public health has evolved in Western societies for a century and a half. As an institution and a practice, the concept has been predominantly guided by medical, epidemiological and demographic perspectives. In this paper we argue that public health exists in and should be considered in a much broader framework that includes a host of other contexts and dynamics such as politics, economics, culture and the environment. We suggest that previous conceptions of public health institutions have led to narrow definitions and perspectives about what constitutes public health. We propose that a new model of public health can help institutions and agencies meet the complex demands related to current and future public health problem-solving.

Community plays an integral part of the broader framework we propose here. We intend for community to have plural and related conceptual boundaries: community may emerge as a sphere of interests or activities as well as place-based phenomena given that those activities occur in some space or locale (Wilkinson 1991; Milroy and Wismer 1994). Moreover, we articulate multiple uses here with the intent for them to complement, rather than conflict or compete with, one another (Liepins 2000). As such, community becomes a robust concept to analyse social interaction related to public health.

The vision of a public health model that incorporates a community perspective, an increasingly complex socio-environmental perspective and a medical perspective is appealing. This paper ties these perspectives together at the community scale by examining the internal dynamics of a community as well as the external contexts that affect communities. To do this we develop a model of multidimensional public health based on the integration of these perspectives. The conceptual development of public health is examined as well as some current trends in the field. To apply this model we use an example of a community conflict over the practice of agricultural field burning in northern Idaho, USA. The case study juxtaposes public health in the traditional perspective against farm viability and ultimately community stability. The conflict over field burning illustrates the need for public health advocates and practitioners to adopt a broadened framework and thereby avoid narrower, and potentially adversarial, traps. Public health does not have to become a win-lose proposition. Instead, public health ought to be just that: collective and
Negotiating public health

What is public health?

Although the responsibility for health in many developed societies continues to lie primarily with the individual, we describe the discipline of public health as the collective practice of promoting improved conditions and wellbeing for the members of society. Conventionally, public health focused on medical treatments for disease and remediation of environmental health concerns such as water-borne disease. Vast arrays of demographic information and vital statistics facilitate analysis of the status and trends of disease, mortality and other health patterns. The institutional frameworks that reinforce disease-oriented medicine and demographic health data deserve recognition for many successes in our current standard of living.

In the latter half of the twentieth century, new philosophies about public health have emerged to claim that epidemiological sciences will not alone solve the dilemmas of public health (McMichael 1993). For instance, one argument suggests that historically the improvements in public health came from the rising standards of living associated with economic development (McKeown and Brown 1955; McKeown and Record 1962). Critique of this thesis centred on the notion that an oversimplified analysis of improvements to the general health of the public fails to recognise the specific achievements of the past century and a half of the public health movement (Colgrove 2002; Szreter 2002). However, this critical thinking may be overshadowed by the increasingly complex health challenges emerging from the continuing development of interconnected social structure and organisation from local to global levels (Waltner-Toews 2001).

Changes in society necessitate changes in public health

Opportunities and challenges of the twenty-first century present the discipline of public health with a new set of ecologically-based health problems as well as the persistence of challenges that public health practitioners have traditionally focused on (Detels and Breslow 1991; Kawachi 1997; Lee and Paxman 1997; Muntaner et al 2000; Link and Phelan 2002). Contemporary theory expands and informs public health to be viewed as a function of internal and external factors from individual to global scales, and calls for a re-evaluation of how to monitor and ensure both human and environmental health.

In recent decades, the shift away from risk-factor epidemiology has significantly reshaped public health (Pearce 1996; Lee and Paxman 1997). Simultaneously, human communities across the globe have converted native ecosystems to urban, agricultural and natural resource production zones, often devoid of their former ecological structure and function (Wilson 1992). Anthropogenic modification of the environment and ecologically sustainable thresholds necessitate the incorporation of environmental contexts into the practice of public health. Moreover, intracommunity dynamics and the effects of institutional forces play vital roles in how we ought to conceptualise, evaluate and create policy for a healthy society.

Critical to this viewpoint is the perspective that human societies and environmental support mechanisms have approached both spatial and functional thresholds. By thresholds, we refer to the capacity limits of environmental support systems to sustain processes related to natural resource use and agricultural production. Recent literature (Kay et al 1999; Waltner-Toews 2001) has outlined significant relationships between such environmental limits and a broadened perspective on health. Changes in environmental support systems can account for many health risks, including excess pollution, psychological maladies and deficient nutrition (Macy 1995; Carnegie et al 2000). Many people in societies around the world realise how unfettered development of the environment disrupts ecological systems necessary for the physical and economic health of populations (Steingraber 1997; Ricketts 2000).

This perspective draws heavily on the notion of ecological integrity defined by Miller and Rees (2000, p 10) as ‘understand[ing] phenomena in their interrelationships as complex wholes and parts’. McMichael (1993, 2001), largely credited for pioneering the ecological integrity perspective, has argued that human health relates to economic disparity, environmental deterioration and rates of population growth. Soskolne (2003) has also added the importance of misuse and/or over-reliance on technology as another critical factor in the state of ecological integrity. Consistent with these points, Waltner-Toews and Wall’s (1997) discussion of health analysis in the context of agroecosystems indicates a need to refocus scientific efforts away from causes of particular symptoms and toward evaluation of systemic goals. Environmental quality and social dynamics are critical factors in determining the state of a society’s health.
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External contexts affect communities in two ways. First,
community-scale issues are often moulded on higher scale
context. Environmental, legal, political and societal values
all shape the nature of a community. Second, the self-
perception of communities with respect to these external
contexts is also important to the manner in which a
community responds to social change. Three general and
relevant changes in community self-perception have
occurred. First, the combination of globalisation and
increased education has resulted in an increased awareness
of the nature of the interconnectedness of global
environmental systems, social processes and human health
(Waltner-Toews and Wall 1997). Second, that the forces of
globalisation continue, suggests an increased recognition of
some parts of that interconnectedness (Waltner-Toews and
Wall 1997). Third, communities are increasingly recognising
the social, economic, environmental and security risks
associated with intensively connected societies (McMichael
2001). These perspectives of public health offer the
opportunity to assess these risks from a unified standpoint
that includes not only the medical perspective, but also is
grounded in environmental justice and human rights (Farmer
and Albrecht 1998; Pulido 1998).

In the 1990s, the environmental justice movement in the
United States flourished (Bryant 1995), partially due to
President Clinton’s executive order on environmental justice
in minority and low-income populations (Clinton 1994).
Environmental justice efforts in the 1990s focused on social
groups targeted by President Clinton’s executive order
(Wright 1995). However, from a health perspective, it is clear
that environmental justice is a cause that merits application
to all social groups that face external risks. Hence, Bryant
(1995, p 23) defines environmental justice as ‘those
institutional policies, decisions and cultural behaviors that
support sustainable development, that support the living
conditions in which people can have confidence that their
environment is safe, nurturing and productive, and that
support communities where distributive justice prevails.’
Other movements such as those which have evolved from
the United Nations Universal Declaration on Human Rights
(United Nations 1948) and the United Nations World
Commission on Environment and Development’s Earth
Charter (Earth Charter Commission 2000) demonstrate an
internationally significant commitment to recognising the
rights of all humans to health and a clean environment.
With respect to external contexts, environmental justice and human
rights provide important indicators of internal community
health (Dobson 2004).

From the perspective of internal community dynamics,
social change has and will continue to influence the healthy
functioning of communities. The effect of internal
community dynamics on the promotion of healthy lives is
also in the realm of interest for public health. Healthy internal
dynamics depend heavily on coherent functioning of social
structures, the value of which has been described as social
capital (Nielsen-Pincus et al 2002). Although the positive
role of social capital in health has been criticised (Muntaner
et al 2000; Pearce and Smith 2003), the position of social
function and cohesion in a healthy life is undeniable for our
highly social species. Contrary to the simplistic positivist
belief that individuals are self-interested utility-seeking
machines, the public health perspective suggests that social
function and cohesion are critical to achieving population-
based health goals (Fullilove 1998; Scherer 2000). Social
capital is, therefore, an important indicator of how well a
community may be prepared to adapt to social change
without experiencing significant negative consequences.

If this perspective is correct, the implication for the
practice of public health is that successful public health
representatives and agencies must recognise the value of
community function as a health-related process. As internal
community dynamics are increasingly recognised as an
appropriate model for the promotion of healthy livelihoods
in the community setting, social changes can be assessed
for their implications to community health and justice.
Community and the system of public health

Public health has been classically conceived as a response to the ‘environmental burden of illness’ (Cole et al 1999, p 66). In the past two decades there has been an increased call for broadened models of health. New models have included determinants of health such as personal behaviour and the psycho-socio-economic environment (The Mandala of Health, see Hancock and Perkins 1985), sustainability and conviviality (Health and the Community Ecosystem, see Hancock 1993), and ecosystem integrity and cultural processes (Health, Environment, and Development, see Parkes and Panelli 2001). Although each of these models broadens the purview of health, none does so in a way that reflects the internal dynamics of a community within its external contexts. Furthermore, each is static and therefore misses the dynamic nature of the social, environmental and economic processes that affect public health. As such, we propose a dynamic, community-scale model to conceptualise public health (see Figure 1).

The model in Figure 1 illustrates both the external contexts as well as the internal dynamics that constitute public health in community. The factors on the outer realm of the model indicate the external contexts and the factors inside the ‘community’ box indicate internal dynamics within the model. Public health institutions have a reciprocal relationship with both the external contexts and the internal dynamics of community. This reciprocity is illustrated in Figure 1 by the multidirectional pathways between the external contexts, internal dynamics and the public health institutions. The interactions of these factors combined comprise the complexity of situations that public health institutions must address.

External contexts

Political and legal activities comprise two of the interrelated external contexts that affect public health. Bennett and DiLorenzo (2000) claim that the public health movement became highly political beginning in the 1960s. Litigation related to environmental quality has, for many, become a
mechanism to frame and control public health policy through legal decision making and case law. Political and legal contexts also help identify cases of environmental justice that represent the differential and inequitable environmental impacts to which underserved populations get exposed.

Public health also includes social and environmental contexts in which planning and policy decisions occur. Increasingly, citizens continue to demand the burden of proof be shifted toward industry, producers and responsible entities rather than victims (Cranor 1999). An increasing polarisation of social values related to natural resource and environmental conflicts affects the context of public health and its management.

**Internal dynamics**

Within the model, we label one of the internal dynamics of community as ‘social cohesion’ to refer to the ability of community members to rely on, care for and enjoy one another. Although conventional perspectives of wellbeing have often framed wellbeing as medical phenomena, taken in a broader context wellbeing includes community social cohesiveness and collective measures of health, indicating properties of the whole (Fullilove 1998). By including notions of wellbeing from social cohesion, we can analyse and evaluate public health controversies on multiple levels.

More conventional notions of wellbeing related to disease, medical treatment and epidemiology play a significant role in this model as well. However, our intent is to stress the importance of collective-level epidemiological assessment (Pearce 1996) as well as not limit analyses to the relative risks now used to evaluate within-population comparisons (Rose 1985). Moreover, Soskolne (2003) recommends a framework for health and wellbeing integrally tied to an understanding and evaluation of ecological integrity.

We must also incorporate more in-depth understanding of economic vitality as a key internal component of public health. We often fail to consider a combination of short- and long-term economic perspectives, let alone multidimensional approaches to assessing costs and benefits. Public health exists as a collective good from which we all benefit.

**Public health institutions**

Our model includes the institutions that manage public health for the communities, regions and societies. By public health institutions, we mean to include those entities that have direct interaction with communities, such as federal resource management agencies, public school districts or city councils. Perspectives of public health that emphasise physical wellbeing often anchor common perceptions of what constitutes health. Within our model, public health institutions serve as the media through which the variety of contexts and dynamics discussed above filter and are translated into regulation, policy, enforcement and assistance. Through both direct and indirect pathways, public health institutions are affected by and affect the numerous community contexts and dynamics in a reciprocal manner.

The model suggests the need to approach public health differently, recognising it as multidimensional and dynamic. The model supports greater opportunity for engagement, participation and action on the part of citizens, communities and public health institutions.

**A case study of public health: bluegrass field burning in northern Idaho**

**History and context**

Agricultural growers in the Pacific Northwest produce nearly 75% of the nation’s Kentucky bluegrass seed for golf courses and America’s lawn fetish. The Idaho Panhandle ranks as the production leader yielding 50% of the nation’s total (Mahler and Ensign 1989; Himcck 2001). Prior to recent bans on residue burning following bluegrass seed harvest, eastern Washington and western Oregon contributed greater proportions to the regional yield. With the exception of parts of eastern Oregon, Idaho is the only state in the region that maintains growers’ rights to practice post-harvest residue burning for bluegrass.

The bluegrass seed industry in northern Idaho began in the early 1950s, largely in response to the need for an agricultural crop that would conserve soil in the erosion-prone hilly terrain of the Palouse and Camas Prairies. Legend has it that the bluegrass industry discovered the practice of field burning after a wayward cigarette tossed out of a passing car ignited a field fire in Spokane Valley, Washington, resulting in increased yields the following year (Hengen 2002). Today, bluegrass residue burning occurs on about 45 000 acres across northern Idaho during an average of 8–10 selected days over a six-week period in late summer, and has become increasingly managed by local, state, federal and tribal authorities. Within this region, bluegrass seed crops are harvested from private lands as well as tribally owned lands within the Coeur d’Alene and Nez Perce Indian reservations. The standard practice for most bluegrass farmers in the region is to ignite the crop residue with propane.
torches and manage the blazes through wind pattern monitoring, on-the-ground personnel and decades of cumulative intergenerational experience.

Several key benefits are derived from the practice of burning bluegrass residue, which is now considered ‘traditional’. First, having become the predominant cropping system in specific steeply graded riparian areas of northern Idaho (especially around the amenity-based economy of Lake Coeur d’Alene, a new tourist Mecca), the perennial bluegrass fields are given credit for reducing significant levels of soil runoff and revitalising water quality following decades of wheat production (Painter 1997). Conventionally, bluegrass crops are not tilled, but seeded for up to twenty years of perennial harvest when combined with burning practices. Second, the burning practices clearly remain the most effective economic option for eliminating residue from the fields and sustaining economically viable crop yields (Van Tassell 2002).

Perhaps most important, as well as controversial however, is the link between economic vitality and the biological effects of burning. Producers contend that fire, in addition to getting rid of the residue, ‘shocks’ the plant’s biological core triggering a physiological response to produce more tillers (stems) with increased seed productivity – both of which affect yields. Regional research on bluegrass cropping systems for over thirty years has continued to deliver mixed results on the validity of this claim as scientific fact; however, substantial evidence does exist to support this case (Murray and Johnston 1995; Chastain et al 1997; Murray and Swensen 1997).

Opposition to the bluegrass field burning practices originally began in the late 1960s. At the time, agriculture and its political power as an industry still dominated the cultural, environmental and economic landscapes in the Inland Northwest region. A new critical mass of opposition to bluegrass field burning appears to stem largely from recent residential in-migration to the northern Idaho area. Kootenai County for instance – home to the booming Lake Coeur d’Alene area – experienced a 56% residential growth rate since 1990 (US Census Bureau 2001) and shows no sign of those rates slowing. Demographic as well as anecdotal evidence indicates that much of the growth has occurred from in-migrants leaving California, the southwest and other areas, who seek the amenities of a more rural lifestyle combined with the conveniences of nearby urban centres (Kenworthy and Overberg 2002). This trend follows a similar pattern that has been studied in many other communities in the Intermountain West experiencing rapid growth (Smith and Krannich 1998).

Consequential to the bluegrass field burning practices, some residents living within this region have become increasingly vocal about their concerns for amenity and perceived health impacts due to effects on air quality from drifting and lingering smoke. Not altogether new (Painter 1997), these concerns have heightened in terms of media attention, local- and state-level discussion, as well as the related community conflict surrounding the issue in the last three years within Idaho (Flowers 2002; Geranios 2002; Hedberg 2002; Ross 2002a) as well as on an international scale (Burnett et al 2003). Local doctors in northern Idaho and the surrounding region have attributed several deaths to the air quality effects from bluegrass smoke, the most recent of which received national press attention (Whitman 2001). Currently, a well-funded community-based interest group – Safe Air For Everyone (SAFE) – has filed numerous ongoing lawsuits against the bluegrass farmers. SAFE, a group that represents commercial interests and physical health interests, expresses a zero-tolerance position for allowing the field burning practices to continue.

Policy conflict and public health: insensitivity versus intolerance

Public health institutions affecting the case of bluegrass field burning have related but separate objectives. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) enforces federal law such as the Clean Air Act, but in this case has thus far honoured the sovereign rights of the Coeur d’Alene and Nez Perce Indian Tribes to establish and operate their own smoke management programmes for bluegrass burning on the reservations overlapping the agricultural production region. The State of Idaho also has oversight through the Departments of Environmental Quality and Agriculture. All of these agencies must coordinate their efforts in order to be effective, as well as find cooperation with the public. Often, the agencies find themselves within the middle of litigation and conflict.

In the late winter and early spring of 2001, the US Environmental Protection Agency hosted a series of forums in the Inland Northwest region to solicit stakeholder input related to the bluegrass field burning issue. A number of experts, such as physicians, public health officers and regulators, made presentations at these forums. Most of the presenters at the forums represented a public health institution of some form. These perspectives tended to focus on reviews
of ‘the literature’ and emphasised the negative effects to human health of increasing particulate matter, often discussed within the media as PM\textsubscript{10} or PM\textsubscript{2.5} to refer to the size of particles in microns (Roberts and Corkill 1998; Downey and Martin 2001; Ross 2002b). Furthermore, the forums emphasised problems associated with particulate matter from bluegrass smoke rather than the range of or combination of other sources – automobiles, industries, fireplaces, and wild or controlled forest burns – all of which exist in the region.

While this focus of the EPA forums captures the essence of some of the debate about bluegrass field burning, it fails to incorporate a wide range of perspectives about public health in the sense of the internal and external costs and benefits. In the simplest dichotomy, if we analyse perspectives as either for or against the field burning, evidence exists for both points of view. Community interests opposed to the burning tend to focus on the medical context to make the case against the practice. Community members, farmers and others who wish to retain the right to burn, focus on agricultural science, economic vitality, community stability, tradition and individual rights as the means to their end. Proponents of each perspective also make ‘environmental’ arguments to support the case for or against burning – soil conservation versus air quality.

This debate has deteriorated literally and symbolically, serving as an indicator of public health ‘interaction’ within the communities where the smoke becomes an issue. This deterioration is especially evident within the ongoing litigation over the field burning practices. The community members-turned-foes converse and negotiate primarily through attorneys. Those opposed to the burning label the farmers as ‘insensitive to health needs of a growing population’, while those in support of burning view the opposition as ‘intolerable of necessary and traditional agricultural practices’. Based on demographic trends of the Inland and Intermountain West regions, the amenity interests of regional newcomers often bring a varied set of backgrounds and cultural values to traditional rural communities. Newcomers often cite the relative high quality of the local environment as a reason for regional immigration (Flowers 2002; Hedberg 2002; Ross 2002a). Thus, based on growth demographics, the population increase in this region, which has centred on Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, may also be correlated to a decrease in familiarity and tolerance of agricultural burning practices. As such, many new residents tend to view the handful of burning days allowed per year as insensitive to the needs of the public’s health.

Alternatively, those supporting burning remain puzzled by the uncompromising push from community interest groups to identify bluegrass farmers’ practices as the primary particulate-related health risk in a sea of other particulate matter that come from burning wheat field stubble, forest fires and slash burning, industry and automobiles. In the winter of 2002, one major newspaper in the region reported a feature article on the negative long-term health effects of the variety of particulate matter generated in the region with little impact attributed to bluegrass field burning (Ross 2002b). On the other hand, one leader of the perspective opposed to bluegrass burning recently likened the farmers’ practice to ‘30 years of experimentation on the people of North Idaho’ (Russell 2003, p B2).

This struggle raises questions about what criteria we use to evaluate public health in situations that are complicated by the interrelationships between external contexts and internal community dynamics as illustrated in Figure 1 and Table 1. Do we have ‘rights’ to public health like those we grant to individuals in relation to property and civil relations? This debate helps illustrate the ongoing importance of understanding how we define public health, and how we frame who helps and who hurts that effort. Table 1 illustrates the dimensions and factors expressed in the theoretical model above as generic indicators as well as applied to the case of bluegrass residue burning. This table is an effort to better articulate and summarise the multiple aspects of public health. Although presented here as if the categories are discrete, the various factors found in the table intuitively connect and, in many cases, overlap.

**Discussion and application of the model**

The case of bluegrass field burning in Idaho suffers from ambiguous legal authorities and regulatory jurisdictions. Political and legal management of the practice connects a variety of state, federal and tribal laws. Long traditions of agricultural burning have led farmers to consider burning practices as a right accompanying the land’s productive value, rather than as a privilege to pollute.

Farmers have a long history of their own political and legal battles (Schwab 1988). Until recently though, agricultural communities have not faced the same intensity of environmental concern emanating from contemporary local community interests such as SAFE. As the population of rural areas continues to migrate toward more ex-urban areas (areas where development patterns have begun to filter into rural areas proximate, but not necessarily adjacent, to...
urban areas; Travis et al 2002; Maestas et al 2003), so does the political power to affect policy and legal outcomes. These contexts affect the abilities of the farmers and community-based special interest groups to reach collaborative resolutions about public health controversies related to agricultural production. Instead, individuals often remain tied to their own perspective on public health and how they impact or contribute to it. The interconnected aspects of factors expressed in Table 1 also support the notion that community members have their own understandings and knowledge about the multiple dimensions of public health. In this case, the farmers’ current legal rights to burn residue have come under scrutiny as customary practice is redefined as a contemporary public health problem.

In the case of bluegrass field burning, environmental trade-offs mix inconsistently with social perspectives of the situation. For instance, farmers suggest a ban on burning would shift production back to a cropping system that will increase soil erosion and affect water quality for the growing tourism industry. Alternatively, community interests across the region opposing the burning maintain that the farmers jeopardise public health in the name of personal profit as they produce environmental risk. Both constituent sides in this debate fail to account for, and take offence to, the other’s perspectives. For the community interest group opposing the field burning, scientific or regulatory dismissal of their concerns as ‘emotional’, ‘biased’ or ‘subjective’ does not account for how many people discuss and learn about public health issues in society. The public health community has failed to address these concerns within the arena of public policy. Similarly, a recent media article in a regional newspaper focusing on particulate matter from a variety of sources showed bluegrass field burning may peak higher on the air quality monitors during acute events, but does not maintain the chronic average particulate concentration usually seen from wood stoves, forest slash-burning and automobiles (Ross 2002b).

To be certain, the particulate matter standards that apply to this case count for a lot in the questions of public health, regardless of perspective (Roberts and Corkill 1998). Even the farmers agreed to regulatory monitoring of the particulate matter in the interest of public health. Medical and epidemiological factors remain central to any public health issue. Individuals in the region with respiratory illnesses may be impacted by smoke plumes that drift off burning bluegrass fields. Medical concerns associated with health controversies must be included in any model of health. However, within any community-based controversy, there also exist social and economic dynamics internal to public health.

Field burning in the Northwest has long been a source of controversy, but the magnitude of adversarial relations between groups has increased with the bluegrass residue burning practice in Idaho. On one level, it appears the constituents have coalesced within their camps to confront each other in the public health debate. However, the additional financial stresses placed on many bluegrass farmers force some to compromise their level of commitment to the collective struggle. Similarly, the attempt to document

Table 1  Linkages between public health indicators and the case of bluegrass burning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community factors</th>
<th>Public health indicators</th>
<th>Bluegrass field burning in northern Idaho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal dynamics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social cohesion</td>
<td>Level of conflict and cooperation</td>
<td>Antagonism between and among farmers and non-farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease/epidemics</td>
<td>Rates of illness</td>
<td>Cases of smoke-induced chronic respiratory problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic vitality</td>
<td>Opportunities for livelihood and development</td>
<td>Farm viability and stigma to local industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External contexts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal values</td>
<td>Pattern of addressing conflict resolution</td>
<td>Bureaucracy and media influence on ex-urban development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Biophysical integrity of surrounding ecosystems</td>
<td>Smoke and erosion-related air and water quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal</td>
<td>Concerns of social and environmental justice</td>
<td>Financial inequities and legal inexperience among farmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>Degree of constituent power to control social change</td>
<td>Influence on politicians to shape field burning policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public health institutions</strong></td>
<td>Scope and number of regulatory entities that monitor social, environmental and medical issues</td>
<td>State Departments of Agriculture and Environmental Quality created a smoke management plan to monitor smoke-related impacts and foster public input</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
public response to the controversy reveals a wide range of perspectives within the general population about the costs and benefits of bluegrass field burning. Social cohesion is compromised by conflict in the community that leads to increased domestic stress, disagreements with friends and loss of trust that the past alliances will be ongoing (Scherer 2000). In these conditions, social cohesion in each sector of a community gets constrained, leading to negative consequences for public health.

Bluegrass farmers in northern Idaho maintain they cannot grow bluegrass as an economically viable crop without burning the residue. One study, using yield trends over a 25-year period, showed that moving to an alternative residue management system (ie baling, harrowing, livestock grazing or chemical applications) could cost the farmers up to US$166 per acre per year under no-burn constraints (Van Tassell 2002). For a farmer that has the local average of 220 acres, this difference could amount to over US$36,000 annually. Economic analyses such as these often play a role in predicting the costs and benefits of systemic changes. Information and discussion produced by economic analyses of this sort also produce abstract controversy because of the implications that environmental and/or human health can be articulated as having a particular economic value.

**Summary and conclusion**

Our theoretical perspective on public health and its application to the case of bluegrass field burning suggests several concluding points. First, public health – as a concept and a practice – would benefit from a broader set of factors associated with it. This approach will support the focus on connections between things rather than identifying a single source or cause of public health problems. Previous research has demonstrated that identification of single causes narrows explanation and blames a single source for what likely comes from many. Such an approach misses the synergistic effects of the physical, cultural, environmental and economic landscapes that combine to constitute important and overlooked effects (Mullan 2000). A more comprehensive model allows for an inclusive array of factors.

Second, because this model promotes inclusivity, it fosters participation and engagement among the public. From a local knowledge perspective, we should at least consider members of the public as valid interpreters of their own public health needs and issues. If engaged, then community members have a lot to offer one another as well as public health ‘experts’ that rarely, if ever, becomes part of the discussion bounded by a more limited institutional framework. Public health as a field of inquiry and discussion ought to support those interested in an active and local role. This will advance institutional awareness beyond the perspective that public health matters are problems best addressed at the level of the individual.

Third, if we understand the model of public health included here as reflexive, it becomes a strategy and mechanism for empowerment. Conceptually, public health practitioners should understand the positive health effects of social empowerment, economic opportunity and cohesion as much as an absence of illness. As controversy at the community levels escalates, local, state, federal, formal and informal public health institutions must seize the opportunity through a greater range of stakeholder interaction to operate within the broader contexts suggested here (Hemmati 2001). Such an approach will also reinforce a positive perspective of public health as both collective and healthy.
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